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Multiplayer UEFA Euro 2020 is less than 18
months away – and EA SPORTS FIFA 20 will be
among the available games, with all 64 teams
and the host country – and we’ll be the first to
live stream the experience, when FIFA 20
launches for the Xbox One family on September
27. As you’ve no doubt heard, this year’s UEFA
Euro tournament will be held in 12 different host
cities across Europe. We’re excited to show you
a sneak peek into a preview build of the
experience, as we get ready to share this
content with you just in time for the
tournament. But it doesn’t end there. During the
tour we’re giving you a sneak peek into the
highly anticipated FIFA 20 Multiplayer beta. With
more than 4,500 servers and 600,000 players
anticipated to be invited into the beta, the beta
will kick off in two waves. The first wave of beta
invites will be going out within the next week,
from September 21st to September 26th. The
second wave of beta invites will be going out
within the next month, starting in October. We’ll
provide you with the details as soon as we know
when this beta will begin. There’ll be a series of
blog posts on the FIFA 20 Insider at EA.com as
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we get closer to the start of the beta, and
another soon after the beta is over. We’ll
continue to make regular announcements and
provide you with updates. Gameplay On the
tactical front, you’ll be able to adjust your
tactics and take on the role of your favourite
team and even join in and play as your favourite
player. And in FIFA 20, players also have the
ability to create their own player in Ultimate
Team or play a more passive role. When your
team is in the final third of the field, your
players will see a boost in aggression and tackle
attempts. The midfield and centre-backs will be
making more runs and interceptions to help
them get closer to the final third. Your players
will also see an increase in duel numbers. A new
addition is the 2-3-2-3 tactic, where you can
play with three central midfielders and two
central defenders and even play a 3-4-3
defensive set. You’ll get more ball movement
than ever before in FIFA
Features Key:
FIFA 22 is packed with beloved features and improvements, including a new “In the Mix”
player creator that lets you collect the greatest characters from the past, present, and future.
Add over 1000 collectibles from franchise icons like Neymar, Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel Messi,
Roberto Carlos, Pelé, and Diego Maradona, available in limited quantities.
Pitch yourself onto the field and experience authentic, lifelike ball physics in new shooting
control.
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The ultimate football experience with over 400 authentic teams, including 230 leagues from
over 50 countries with authentic kits, stadium backgrounds, original stadium chants, and new
club logos plus an improved card editor.
A new launch control and anticipation system lets you predict the ball’s movement in new
and innovative ways.
New team AI will react better to your tactics and use every opportunity to improve their play.
A revamped World Cup mode lets you experience the excitement of the biggest event in
global sport, including the new “Team of the Tournament.”
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You'll need an EA Account to play on this page.
Welcome to FIFA.com. Thanks for choosing one
of the world’s most popular sports video games.
It’s vital that you sign-in to your EA Account
before you can access the game’s Content, Play,
Download and Download Space, Start a New
Game, Check the Post-Match Report, and other
features. The FIFA Mobile App is available free
at the App Store for iOS devices, and Google
Play for Android. How do I create an EA
Account? There are two ways to create an
account and gain access to the game: • By
creating an EA Account, you'll gain access to the
game's Content, Play, Download and Download
Space, Start a New Game, Check the Post-Match
Report and other features. • By downloading the
game's App in the Google Play or App Store,
you'll need to enter your mobile phone number
to verify your identity and use the EA Account
you created at the time of purchase. You can
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use your phone number to register for free on
other devices and computers and share your EA
Account across those devices. What do I need to
know before creating an EA Account? In-Game
purchases are treated differently depending on
your country. Some features are only available
to users who have bought in-game content.
Check the EA Account Creator Terms of Use or
visit the Terms of Service for additional
information. Get connected and play instantly!
How do I set up my mobile device to check my
phone number? You can access this guide in the
EA Games Launcher on your mobile device:
Android: Tap the Apps category, tap the one
called FIFA Mobile, and then tap the menu
button to open it. iOS: Tap the Home button, tap
the App Store or the App Store icon, and tap the
menu button to open it. You'll need to provide
your phone number to verify your account or
confirm that you're an existing user. You'll need
to have this verified to access the game in the
first place. Downloadable content and future
updates Future updates, downloadable content
and features may be made available at no
charge or require an EA Account, such as
MyClub, Player Connect and EA SPORTS
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With the introduction of Player Impact System in
FIFA Ultimate Team, you can now individually
assign more than ever before the value to every
player on the pitch. This gives you the
opportunity to take your favorite players’s
attributes into account when you’re building and
managing your team. By carefully evaluating
how each player is used on the pitch, you can
increase your chances of finding the hidden
gems in the game. Improved match engine –
FIFA has the most detailed, accurate and
realistic real-world match engine ever
developed for a football video game. The
upcoming FIFA 22 will bring new features like
the new 3D Match Engine, more immersive prematch analysis, online player discovery, and
more. Commentary – FIFA’s pre-match analysis
and post-match reporting features are back with
a vengeance with new camera angles, new playby-play, and a new focus on the tactical and indepth analysis of every match. Game Modes –
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FIFA introduces two new game modes with the
upcoming FIFA 22: The Champions League and
The Journey: The Lions of Africa. The Champions
League – Every edition of the world’s most
prestigious club competition has multiple routes
to victory. All clubs start with a fixed end-ofseason prize fund and a fixed final ranking. As
the season progresses, clubs will earn additional
points depending on their results in the
competition. The winner of the tournament will
take home the lion’s share of the money – $12
million more than the second-place club. The
Journey: The Lions of Africa – As FIFA’s return to
Africa, The Journey: The Lions of Africa sees the
return of African nations as well as the
introduction of Club World Cup winners. Each
year, three brand-new, all-new African nations
enter the tournament. The new nations are
made up of the best players from around the
continent, brought together by the continent’s
pioneering football federations. FIFA Mobile –
With the launch of FIFA Mobile, FIFA 22 brings a
new mobile experience for all FIFA fans.
Optimized for the mobile platform, FIFA Mobile
offers the ultimate FIFA soccer experience on a
variety of smart devices. FIFA Mobile provides a
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dynamic gameplay experience where players
can build and manage their team virtually
anywhere using their smart device. With over 50
leagues in over 50 countries in FIFA Mobile,
players will explore and compete in new
locations around the world. FIFA Mobile will
bring a new club system where players can
recruit and assign players to
What's new:
FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology,” which uses
motion capture data collected from real-life players during
a complete, high-intensity football match. The data
collected is used to power FIFA 22 gameplay.
The new RealPlayer Integration enables you to stream
content from streams and websites directly from within
gameplay in FIFA on Mac, PC and the Xbox One console.
The all-new Player Career mode allows you to live out a
Pro’s journey through the game by satisfying both your
manager and footballer sides simultaneously.
With the addition of a brand new, more immersive FIFA
Youth licence, FIFA on Mac and PC also has a brand new
set of tournament features that allow you to manage and
play in a multitude of different levels of competition
including Club World Cup, FIFA Club World Cup and
Women’s World Cup
New gameplay experience enhancements include Direct
Shot in which players are more able to shoot directly on
goal and pass while running, dribbling and shooting with
finesse. Player Direct Curl is when a player passes to
another player just beside them while dribbling, an
attacking player will slide through players, and pass the
ball to them.
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New goal celebrations and taunt animations, with playermade animations unlocked in-game can be added in via the
post-match Showcase.
Players can now use the short-throw Shot Modifier to
chance the range and spin of their shots. Simply grab the
ball outside the area and move towards the area before
launching the ball.
Possession-based formations bring fluidity into the
midfield, and to create easier on-ball transitions for
quicker challenges and dribble moves. Each formation
encourages players to play in an open manner with a
flexible playmaker, roaming forwards, wings, hybrids and
full-backs.
The new offside decision system sees more decision
making in tight areas, where keeping the ball under
pressure and scanning a large zone is key.
Cam Newton, Khabib Nurmagomedov, Cristiano Ronaldo
and Neymar are all available in FIFA Ultimate Team, and
more 3D players will be available in the future.
New naming theme, now featuring sub-team kits.
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FIFA is the worldwide leader in console
football video games, the FIFA franchise is
one of the most popular sports franchises
in the world and EA SPORTS FIFA is the
spiritual successor to the legendary FIFA
football game series, the name FIFA comes
from the Official FIlm Academy, which was
started in 1987 to create the video game
which could train the world`s players. With
over 45 million players worldwide playing
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on Xbox360, PS3, PC and next gen
consoles FIFA is the biggest sports
franchise in the world. Every game in the
FIFA series sets a new benchmark for its
genre with cutting-edge visuals and
exhilarating gameplay. FIFA has been
played by over 200 million gamers. The
game has also sold more than 80 million
copies and is among the top 10 bestselling games of all time. Two versions of
the game were released, the original
version featuring 25 international teams
and over 200 stadiums. In 2002, the series
was redesigned with updated commentary
and graphics, and named FIFA Soccer
2001, known worldwide as FIFA Football
2002. The game was awarded "best
football game" for 2003 by both IGN and
GameSpot. It was released on PSP in 2004,
adding European and South American
leagues and numerous improvements. The
PSP version was named "Game of the
Month" by IGN. The game would then
receive a Game of the Year edition in 2005,
the first time an international licensed
game would get such an honor. In 2007,
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FIFA was also released for Nintendo Wii.
The Wii version received generally
favorable reviews from critics, and was
named Game of the Year by IGN and
GameSpot. As of January 2012, FIFA has
shipped more than 60 million copies and
has sold over 120 million copies. In
November 2010, EA Sports released FIFA
11, which features improved ball physics
for better ball control and an all new
shooting system. FIFA 11 is the first entry
in the franchise to be released on the
Nintendo Wii, launching on November 16,
2010. FIFA 11 was also awarded the Game
of the Year and the Sports Game of the
Year from GameSpot. Gameplay FIFA is a
sport video game. Players get to control
individual players on the field, and this
involves being able to make passes to
teammates, as well as using accurate
shooting or heading techniques to score.
By pressing or holding down buttons,
players can perform a "skill" action, such
as shooting or dribbling. Skilled actions
can either be used immediately or saved
for use when the player pauses the game.
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These are the primary gameplay aspects,
although
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